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MOVING YOUR CONTENT ASSETS TO DITA
Maximize content reuse and minimize production time
Businesses increasingly look to DITA (Darwin Information Typing Architecture) as a way to
organize and leverage current and future content. It makes strategic and ﬁnancial sense to
automate content management using XML across the enterprise, but it can be a daunting
challenge unless you have the right partner.

DCL can help.
DCL has 30+ years of expertise implementing end-to-end
solutions that answer all of your content management challenges:
Scalable solutions that support consistent user
experience: From one document to millions that
produce outputs on any platform, in any media.
Automation: With the most advanced automation
techniques, our SaaS platform and extensive
collection of tools greatly improve content
reliability and reduce costs.
Content that supports global markets: DCL’s extensive foreign-language conversion
capabilities incorporate structures and processes that streamline translation and
lower overall costs.
Large-scale conversion project management: We use proven implementation
methodologies that provide demonstrable, high quality results for projects having
throughput requirements of up to thousands of pages per hour.
Support to meet standards and compliance: DCL has deep, practical familiarity with
structural and content-based DTDs for all of the major standards, including DITA,
NLM, JATS, BITS, S1000D, and OeB, as well enhanced and custom schemas and DTDs
for XML transformations.
Support for complex content types: DCL’s specialized content conversion expertise
includes analysis, conversion and quality checking of content such as formulas,
complex tables, intricate illustrations, and more.
Expertise in your industry: DCL’s clients range from small ﬁrms to large multinational organizations in technology, manufacturing, pharmaceuticals and publishing,
as well as local, regional and national government agencies.
With the right solution to convert, structure, manage and reuse content, you can enter
new markets, expand audiences and increase revenue. Let DCL help your organization
harness your existing content, to drive efﬁciencies, customer experience, and new
revenue opportunities.

Talk to DCL about how our XML and DITA conversion
services can transform your content and your business.
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